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Friday Hard News Call
INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE

I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A

BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R
Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call
Line [PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• During the radio show, use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments
530 – 227-7602 [line 1]
530 – 413-4522 [line 2]
530 – 530-413-5011 [line 3 & 4]
•

BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is
available.

B

Conference Call: 1-860-970-0300

C

Skype:

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23 #
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D

Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
• To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Live Talk Radio Shows
• Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “Library Archives”
• When that screen comes up, click on ARCHIVES; when that screen comes up, check on the date
you want. It opens in a new tab: you'll see the “free to listen box”; click the bars to play; use
the tab to stop and start the tape.
• Right hand click on "direct MP3 Link" and then you can download the program to your own
computer, or click on "Listen" without downloading the archived program.
• The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/

II

look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A

Sunday, Mondays:

B

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
9: 00 – 11:00 pm EST

C

Wednesdays:

2016-09-09

9 – 10:30 EST

7:00 – 9:00 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 605-475-5950; PIN 9467441#
Ashtar on the Road
Hosts: Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar, Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 605-562-3140; PIN 980339 #
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype
The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990 PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

D'Yanna

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

•

A listener-supported radio program; we know the White Knights listen but they cannot
contribute anything; part of our job is to pay for them too
• We need $ 300 this week. Thanks to all who pay it forward. Thanks to new donors, too
– makes it easier for all.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls! And, as LM Nada said, it is also
part of our contribution to the work being done by Tara & Rama and to the changes
going on. Every little bit helps!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
•

NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
[Attention: Don]
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
AN OPTION ON HOME PAGE: A BUTTON TO SET UP A MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION
T & R: • Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: 2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• need $200+ for bills and sundrys
FROM ASHTAR ON THE ROAD: donate to the Santa Fe Coop so T&R can access organic, fresh food
Your donation here sets up an account for Tara & Rama with Beneficial Farms Community
Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, New Mexico. This will make available a weekly supply of
fresh produce raised with organic and sustainable methods.
These funds will be exclusively used to maintain this weekly account for a steady supply of
produce to Tara and Rama. They and we are very grateful for your assistance.
It's in the A-O-T-R store & is designated for the food. People can do multiples if they want:
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/catalog/item/2497194/10263880.htm
Fran will put the link on their page as well.
http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/tara__rama_A_A_news_reports.html
• Please notify them if you're sending something:
• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

MR:

koran999@comcast.net
Ram D Berkowitz
1704-B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• Phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show also.

Introductory Notes:
• the Gofundme for Rama's operation is doing well: https://www.gofundme.com/RamaSurgery
• please keep the donations coming & send them to his paypal a/c with a memo
• $10, 373 is the amount donated to date; they can now access the a/c
• CONFERENCE CALL: 9 – 10 PM, EST: 1 – 641-715-3650 PIN#: 353 863#
• 716-748-0044 - use this number to hear the call very clearly: Link is courtesy BBS!
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• Link for the entire program:
http://bbsradio.com/podcast/hard-news-friday-september-9-2016

HARD NEWS
Reading: 2016-09-08 Julian Assange Confirms Sanders Was Threatened [SEE BELOW]
• Bernie won by a landslide in California; Hillary caused the election there to be rigged
• Assange will be releasing e-mails that will result in her indictment
• has evidence that she made deals with an alleged State sponsor, as well as about the
deals made by the Clinton Foundation – they know Julian is on to them, which is why
a strategist called for the assassination of Assange ON AIR!
Reading: starts with Ben fulford's latest and makes comments as she goes along

[SEE BELOW]

2016-09-06 Khazarian mafia bosses offer to return Tsarist gold to Russia in exchange for shelter

R: went to see RanaMu – she put him on the biobed – had ascension symptoms last night:
the room was spinning, throwing up, dizzy, etc
Caller: asking about the status of the case of Trump and the rapes,
T: It's in the southern district of NYC
C: thought it was being brought up in Philadelphia city, as well
A repetition of what they said on Tuesday FROM SEPT 8/16 SHOW:
R: The Michelle Tuwando Show [replaces The Leslie Marshall Show]
Michelle is a good friend of Cornell West – they are Moabites, so she is Moabitess
Michelle Tuwando
• her guests were 3 of the ladies who will be involved in the court case on Friday – one
was violently raped on a campus, not by Donald Trump, & carried her mattress with
her every day for a year on campus and also Sweet Angelique [called in from Paris:
part of the Ashtar Command, a 9.5' tall Paschat]
• the other 2 [ages 10 – 13] were part of those who were raped on Jeffery Epstein's island
in the Caribbean and who got away, thanks to the help of the indigenous people on
the island – they were put in a witness protection program and will testify now.
• Sweet Angelique said – on the air - she was a high class call girl; Trump had violent
sex with her; she slapped him hard so he threw money on the bed and left, angry
with a red face: left her $10,000!
• then she said that the real story is that we are being visited by folks who are not
from here, from the stars, many space-time continuums
• SA asked if anyone had noticed the incident of Space X rocket exploding;
the satellite and the rocket were both blown up by our galactic friends
FROM SEPT 8 / 16 SHOW
R: the satellite and the rocket which blew up – yes, they were destroyed by those
from the stars: 2 fully decloaked ships were visible just as it was getting ready to up up
2016-09-02

SpaceX Rocket Explosion Linked to Secret Space War

• funded by Mark Zukerberg and built by Israel: had laser technology on board which

could target and take out star ships

• a space ship on either side of the rocket – they cloaked and destroyed it as they will not

tolerate weapons of war in the space around the planet. [Blue Avians]

• More to the story is that this should be front page news: it ties in with the larger

story of different groups associated with the secret space command are working for
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various factions of the break-away groups who want to create the atmosphere of a
fake alien invasion.
• the 13 families are in their last desperate nano seconds, trying to distract people with
such things as Trump lying, HRC and e-mails: every time they come up with a new
“hedge”, something happens – the energies are too high – they cannot continue to
play by making themselves richer and killing more people
• Even the ones in the secret space command and those who have broken away are saying
they don't want to kill anymore
[end of insertion]
Natasha, Angelique: if Trump does not show [campaigning with Rick Scott in Florida – both are
archons] – the Hammer of Thor is his to take AND there is a $300 million bounty on his
head right now!!!
• Behind the scenes, making deals with Poreschenko, a nazi funded by Japan, Israel, and
the US – want more fighting in Ukraine so can have more there and blame it on Russian,
get NATO involved and start WW 3
This section of the report is a repeat of what was said before: FROM SEPT 8/16 NOTES
N: VERY SOON archeologists and scientists who have studied the geomancyof the pyramids will
find the seed pods in the pyramids around the world, starting with the capstone at
Giza; even the flat pyramids have these seeds too – lots of beings are present who are
have the knowledge of this, and are being guided to go to the various pyramids and bring
this technology forward
• These seed pods can grow long, long vines, miles and miles in days across the land –
can cover all areas that have been desertified or where the soil is so terribly polluted,
damaged or deforested; there are masses of places where nothing will grow
• these vines in 2 days produce gourds, which then open up and zenon gas comes out at
ground level and lifts every being in the vegetable, animal, mineral, fairy etc and human
kingdoms into higher vibrations – gardens will grow where there is nothing!
• Xenon gas was lost when the great crystal was destroyed and blew a hole in the
atmosphere at the higher levels and the xenon gas drained off into space; hole has been
mended with assistance of our galactic brothers and sisters
• As a result, the total renewal of body, mind, spirt is initiated; our siddhas, our gifts are
returned, the gifts that we've from the time of Atlantis and before, are awakened: clair
sentience, clair audience: clair voyance, seeing auras, angels, fairies, walking with divas
– this includes animals and vegetable kingdoms
N; SA • it is a requirement that everyone of us meditates each and every day – the only way we
can absorb the vibrations and use them to be of service! [END OF INSERT]
• Mother Earth has an SOS for this; the endangerment of the planet has gone up

exponentially: if there is no planet, there are no species; so the call is being answered.
• People who don't do this work will have a hard time remaining in their bodies; the
energies are so high and those who are separated from their Higher Selves will ultimately
experience spontaneous combustion of the heart.
• If you don't know how to meditate, find out how!
R: After Rana Mu had treated him on the bio bed, he sat up and RanaMu asked him
• did you speak to your friend [Natasha] on the Galaxy [phone]?
• She suggested she'd like him to do that, so he went to the car and got his crystal grid; he
put it on the floor next to the bio bed, then he put the Galaxy on top of the crystal grid, in
airplane mode, put his right hand on the phone until he got a tingle in his palm – lifted his
hand and the holgraphic image of Natasha was there: like in Star Wars when Princess Leah
shows up
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• Natasha: Greetings, Lord Rama! Can I help you? He said he was just trying out communication

links; thank you she said, then went on • I'm in an important meeting in Moscow; working on sussing out who tried to assinate
Putin yesterday.
• Only one report so far – didn't kill Putin, but his favourite chauffeur – on a double wide
freeway, the car jumped the midway: car was totally wasted - worse than Lady Di in that
tunnel which was at 120 mph

Caller: concerning the war in Syria: what is status of Aleppo, John Kerry: what's his mission to be?
• Kerry is a criminal, a pedophile with little girls from 3 – 16 who were killed after
having sex with Bush Jr in the small room – began as Pres of Skull & Bones
• it was planned that he would run against Bush – we need to understand just
how far into the future they planned
Caller: what is Obama going to do on Sept 11?
• will probably go to various places and do the normal things
• T & R think something is coming out of left field – only way for anything to happen
• will play something from Going Underground that talks of the Chilcott Report
• OUR MEDIA IS STILL LOCKED DOWN – with one of them to be indicted, and the other
with a $3million bounty on his head, can be sure neither will be there: Michelle for president!
Caller: Status of Jesse Jackson
• a criminal too; Jesse J was standing beside Ralph Abernathy who murdered Dr MLK Jr; he
has been dead since 2011 via cancer so he would be permanently shut up
• At some point, KOS called up Abernathy so Rama could tell him where the bear was in the
woods: he hung up on them!
Reading: from Ben Fulford – will pick out the reliable bits, comment on the rest [listen to
the podcast!!!]
• ending the rule as early as this autumn: THEY ARE NOT IN CHARGE! And Fulford
will NOT be getting the $ he thinks he is! It will be a big fat goose egg!
• He trashes Barack Obama because they are Faction 2; they don't have a clue or want to
hear that he is a Double Agent & is playing a role; he is in contact with the Ashtar
Command; has time travelled; been to Mars and other time-space continuums; is 9th
member of the Council of Nine at Sirius A, 3-4 times a year – travels with KOS
• they want Justin Trudeau to be the head of a merged Canada/US/Mexico; was treated like a super
star and Obama not! Lala land is where that idea is!
• Canada to join AIIB, the Chinese bank– Japan expected to join too
• Obama cancelled meeting with the rude president of Malaysia Philippines – did meet a bit

later at Laos – a woman from Malaysia asked about the situation in North Dakota
• many changes going on – people rising up all over the planet!
• Pres of Phillipines - heading towards murdering more people in his country: this
has to do matters because the US corporate shift into Asia depending on
stoking territorial disputes between Asian countries
• Sept 30 is the end of the last quarter of the fiscal year – efforts to break the US is being
done by dumping US treasury bonds on the market which are the safest

things to invest in – means US money goes down

• the president is trying to get rid of drug runners, dealers, cut off cocaine money

from South America

• This is completion, completion, completion of 450 billion years of saga – moving into new age

where accountability is the story!
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CONFERENCE CALL
COR: glad to hear he's feeling better today! What threw him off?
R: thinks it was the frequencies and watching what's happening and energetically getting
frustrated with the whole situation
COR: also feeling sketchy over the last week – lots of shocks
• Stuff on TV about the little girl – what is true story? The cops sat on important evidence
for a couple of years before they said anything
T: the young girl was murdered by her parents – they were playing sex games with her – it's
about choking her and getting off on that; they left it too long and she died.
• David Carradine was a spiritual master: they wanted to murder him because he exposed the
under belly so deeply
• Every single one of his shows exposed them – he was going to make another movie in
Thailand and they murdered him: used a shower curtain and tied his penis to his neck –
these guys are brutal: responsible for murdering 2 billion of us!
T: they [all the stories] are getting to the surface – more and more getting exposed: one of
Sander's lawyers was murdered when he filed a suit and there were 4 more as well.
• The thing with Sanders: that in the face of him knowing that they would kill his wife, he
still did not concede the election!
• The black lady mayor of Baltimore who took over from Debbie Wasserman Schultz: she
changed the words and the majority of the people didn't know the difference • Bernie said by selection we going to select Hillary clinton: did not say “elect”
• In Maryland, you are bought no matter what colour you are: from Amy Goodman's show
• Look at what is happening with the police: listen to what Sweet Angelique the Cat said
about Trump wearing a rubber face mask of Lucifer, and playing Hitler's favourite music –
wants to be Hitler over here, and HRC is literally his granddaughter
• And the two of them are involved together in child trafficking
• the oil supplies are being cut off, so is the drug money: Ben Fulford named that as white hats –

which on the internet means “dark ones”, as is the White Dragon Society which is very dark

• a bunch of countries are ganging up on the US – Obama knows exactly what is going on!
• RT show: Obama was in Laos – last day, there was a feast, dancing, everyone dressed in fancy

Laotian attire – Obama looked really good!
Caller:
T: Canada doesn't move far from the dark side: way more friendly with Israel than even the US
P: Harper has stepped down from politics – but has his hands in everything
T: his big thing was he helped with 911: the two planes flew into Ontario, landed there, and the
people were put in witness protection plans
• Maher Arar filmed the 2 planes flying across the border – was going to Syria to visit his
relatives; he was grabbed at La Guardia and taken underground and tortured – eventually
freed; also compliments of Harper who cooperated with the others
P: there's a new book called The Inconvenient Indian by Thomas King, PhD
• how will people accept this?
• Trump: threatened Iran! Someone will put his lights out pretty soon

COR: is acting like he is untouchable!
[COR = Caroline Oceana Ryan]
T: he's an archon – and Lex Luther was not invincible either!!!
Deb: T said as soon as Obama returned, heads would role about North Dakota
• today, the administration intervened, has halted the construction on the pipelines
• Jill Stein today – was on the picket line with the Sioux; an arrest warrant has been
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issued for her - she and her running mate spray painted a message on the bull dozers –
they will not be arrested unless they go back to that state!
• Cornell West said she's been an activist for years, compared to those who give lip servcie only
• Caller does not understand by Gary Johnson, Libertarian, has been on all kinds of shows,
but not Jill – why not? Gary J does not even know anything about Aleppo
T: he said “What's A Leppo?” He is a nazi!
Deb: Then they all are! What's going on??
T: they are going down in a handbasket – they are desperate for money, desperate over the loss
of power. Hillary has been MURDERING PEOPLE!
Deb: has family members who won't talk to her because she sends them material that has been
vetted, is researched & true; they want the first woman president and don't care about
reality: can tell people what she's done and they put their hands over their ears!
T: 1946 – 1965 – those people were the Prophets Generation; our parents were born before that
and were the Silent Generation: they are scared/terrified that they will be murdered for
saying what we are saying. And no they are not far from being wrong
• There is a death camp under Yuma that can handle 3000 people, complete with gas chambers to
dispose of bodies
Deb: would the galactics let this happen?
T: there are hundred and hundreds of them underground all around the planet; the dark ones
have been abducting mostly the children – anyone from babies to teenagers, up to 21 yrs
• Especially want babies' pineal glands & their flesh and blood which means the age of
those consuming this is reduced
• QE 2 since 2008 has been a solid hologram
• Geo Bush Jr was killed and cloned on Oct 10, 2008 –
• in Sept, 2008 – the crash happened; it started on May 14, 2008, the day after May
13th when the markets were closed; Madam Yu came from China to collect a balloon
payment due from 1933 –
• FDR, the President then, was a Rothschild; when he was 35, they gave him polio;
he was murdered because he didn't do what he was supposed to; at the same time,
he was the one who declared the War Powers Act which means everyone in the
whole country is guilty until proven innocent,
• There is no democracy going on here; and US has been a colony of England since the
very beginning – the elite families, the 13 families, ran the colonies for the British
• what we had in 1933 is a corporation: our names are all in capital funds which means
they own everything – except in the Vatican – the Black Pope and the Vatican own
literally everything on the planet including our souls!
Caller: the Vatican owns everything including souls? Does the Vatican own more than the Queen
and the 13 families – or vice versa?
T: There is a pecking order: there are obelisks in various places
• the Washington monument is the US oblelisk
• another one in London - The City – specifically, in the area of The Tower of London
• 3rd one in Rome at the Vatican – a 10 sq mile area, completey above all law in the world:
complete diplomatic immunity; the Black Pope as Lucifer has power over entire earth.
T: the Queen is not a clone; she is a solid hologram since 2008 – a solid image clone which means
• she can be cancelled at any push of KOS' finger – same as Bush Jr.
• Bush Jr, the Queen and many others are solid image holograms: has happened over time

– when it is time, the plug can be pulled

• Returning to the question of those who believe they can eat the souls of others:
• they do it because they believe that they can do it; because they have been consuming

our souls for 13,000 years – it's beyond comprehension!
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• They are dead and are only alive because they are consuming babies and eating the

pineals glands etc etc – they can use up the 50 years really fast because they are doing so
many dark, evil actions
Carlton: they also think they can own souls because of the birth certificates?
T: It means they own US property, so they think they can do what they want with us including the
Obscene Rite – the pineal gland is called the Seat of the Soul
T: Rama heard it a bit earlier – breaking news: that construction has been halted
• it took a Malaysian woman to ask the question about Standing Rock and Obama
on MSNBC!!! On Laurence O'Donnell's program 'The Last Word'
• THIS IS 9-9-9 [in action]!!!!! James Twymann had a 15 minute meditation at Standing Rock
today; COR felt the energy
T: can this be played again? COR: No, JT just asked people all over the world to take part
• Obama is a happy camper now!
• This is a good image of what it means to call him a double agent!
COR: more tribes still coming in; over 100 tribes are here, including tribes that haven't gotten
along for a long time
T: the red star kachina and the blue star kachina just went over a few days ago – this is about the
fulfillment of the Hopi Prophecy
• the tribal leaders are saying they're in it for the long haul!
COR: the question about owning our souls via the birth certficates – asks about . . .Maxwell
• he said the numbers on the bills of currency relate in some way to our souls – the soul
energy is put into that matrix via the currency we use
T: it's all premediated who will live, die – yes, it's related to the money matrix
• every time they do the hedge funds, they kill millions of people – every time they roll the
hedge fund [because those people are without any means of sustaining themselves –
robbed of their future, often physically.]
• 46 million people killed with the Aids virus which Al Gore delivered to Africa
• same thing as McTurtle taking the Ebola virus to mid-Africa on his father-in-law's yacht
• and Zika virius has spread widely across the States – and Thom Hartmann as revealed
it's causing calcification in the brains of adults! Unconsionable!
COR: where is the dividing line line when KOS says “Enough is enough!”?
T: it has to do with how we use incoming energy
• meditate every single day without fail
• Just as COR brings in The Collective, we can all do the same thing
• we bring in the energy
P: and RanaMu via Rama told us how to use the 3 fold flame and visualize it in the hearts and
bodies of each of the dark ones
[Insert from Sept 8 notes:
• RM said: as you focus on someong like Trump HRC etc etc – visualize them from the
bottom of their feet to their crown chakra, getting filled up with the 3 fold
flame, rising from their feet up to their crown chakra – this changes the
physcial matter of their bodies
• It's a way to work with these life forms: All That Is has given direct
permission to all on the planet to use this visualization;it raises the
frequencies and they have to absorb the energies or go “poof”] * * *
T: when Obama was answering the Malaysian woman's question, he was also saying the TTP was
the right thing to do
• when NESARA comes in, they are gone, their money is gone, everything is gone –
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• Obama knows as a double agent; he is giving them more rope than they need to hang

themselves

• there are a lot of lighworkers that are not there yet! [in terms of understanding]

COR: it's such a complete paradigm shift – not just a few changes here and there – a whole new
earth is another thing altogether: people can't face it – where is the money coming from,
etc etc
T: this is why the gurus were here in the 50s and 60s; Manley Palmer Hall born in 1901 – he was
Madam Blavatsky in a male body; her writings are very dense; Tara loves it as it is so
metaphorical – it's like Rainbird doing the Mayan Calendar – there is no linearity, but we
tap into the emotion and reach the higher wisdom
BBS RADIO
MOTHER SEKHMET / ALCYONE [M/A]
Audio: The Whitewinged Collective Consciousness of 9
Triple Nine Stargate 9/9/2016 (The Creation Codes)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Aikw8Pzy_o
Published on 7 Sep 2016
Currently, upon your planet Earth in your year of 2016, you approach another stargate in your month of
September. The 9th of the 9th stargate is another 999 triple nine stargate of completion. You complete
another circle (or spiral) in your reality.
Channelled, written and narrated by Magenta Pixie. Video compiled by Catzmagick. Music by Kevin
Macleod. Media c/o freeimages and motionbackgroundsforfree

• 2016 is a 9 year; Sept 9 – get a 9-9-9 time: a most auspicious time
• the 5th dimensional template became available, the upgrade from confusion into clarity, fear into love

• 5th dimension is the key to all dimenstions: it's the opening of the heart
• The triple 9 stargate opens the door; the processing of the 6th dimensional energy begins
• Now is the time we open doors into the 6th dimension
• geometric codes is all we are; the pineal gland, the inner eye, the 3rd eye - the way we truly see!
Now is the time for us to choose our timeline:
– on the language of light; used to be a mystery, a code - it is our divine right to experience
and understand this language – the language of light; it is our divine right to reconstruct
the DNA field of humanity
• our triple healing formation within
• there are cycles within cycles
• We complete cycle of sight and awareness regarding the 6th cycl – 2017 returns
to the Oneness [10 = 1]
• this stargate is a preparation to the next cycle of time
• for those working with the collective of Ascension, they say “Go with the flow! “
• We have remained in the 3rd dimension to teach the 4th; we have remained in the
4th to teach the 5th; and in the 5th to teach the 6th – as the dimensions
merge, so does the duality - spirit and material
• We are translators of light, Transducers of Light – this is a quantum leap!
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This is the 9-9-9:
• thanks to Obama for stopping the pipeline on this day; thanks to the Malaysian woman
for asking the question that lead to this!
• The Standing Nations are our tree beings – their work is resusitating the earth with
oxygen and healing waters
• Let's invoke the xenon gas gourds and vines for rejuvenation of the Earth Mother's soil
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant one; in the office of the Christ and only in the
Office of the Christ we invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
• We ask for the Pashat warriors, the blue avians, the crocodile people from Egypt, Luxor;

all of the deva kingdoms, the nature spirits, the devas, the fairies, the hobbits, and every
one – may this elevation of 9-9-9, of completion – may it be so!
Greeetings, Children of RA!
T: Does the Hopi prophecy need adjustment?
M/A: No. Many stories about this! They come with change; it is about we have the power to
change this with love, now! This is the time; this is the place!
• Now is the time that it is being made manifest. As we have seen, Mr 19.5* has come
though once again – of course, there will be heaven to pay across the political lines about
the issues at hand
T: it's about time, Mother!
M/A: With all due respect: this man is the corporate slave to no one! He knows how to play
the ins and outs of this! How many times has she watched civilzations rise and fall in the
sands of the Sahara; the political intriques and passion plays, scandals at the highest
levels!
• there is a show on Netfliox called the House of Cards: things are being played out in a
most unique way as this empire is falling apart at the seams
T: you know they will not give up without going down hard: the harder they rise, the harder they
fall!
M/A: a little Jimmy Cliff will do! There is a story, and the stories of our ascension coincide with
the ascension of these stargates.
• It is with great humbleness, respect, gratitude and joy they come to share with us
the fact that joy is the order of the day, and this planet, her people, her kingdoms are
rising and can't be stopped.
• In the same breath, same moment: all the legends, stories about her people that were
from the Nibiru, and other fleets upon fleets of craft when they began this story as
seeders of form, shape, light, colour sound. Along this long and winding road as per the
Beatles - it is that we come face to face with our own brothers and sisters of our own kin:
the stories go to the outer rings of Saturn and beyond – maybe touch upon the orbit of
Nabu!
• Yet it is - we are in the most auspicious, unique time and we get to greet our own brothers and

sisters already coming in here: yes, there are foks coming from the Nibiru - some are
already here – the stories are no accidents or coincidence: the ancient cryogenic
chambers of the brotherhoods, sisterhoods are activated. The ancient artifacts which
are not artifacts but highly important instruments – we call it magic; they call it the science
of love.
• There is a blending here by which we can grok the super science as well as the magic of
who we are: they are not an invasion fleet. The stories about them are, about their arrival
and our arrival of our own higher, inner beings, answering the clarian call of what
Gaia/Vwyamaus have said “Now is the time” and at
the same moment, we step into
our mastery
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• this 999 stargate is about that sory – in this moment, no coincidence that coming up now about

the visitors, the kachinas, the ones that come with the messages – it is these messages
about the 3 sisters - corns, beans, squash: these beings are part of the heart of the
Mother;
• as we work with the 3 sisters, they bring the wisdom that is being shared at this
gathering that, let's say: the things that are going on in Standing Rock – is about the
people, the one-hearted people, coming together at this time to use Chief Seattle's
message – this is about the whole creation story.
• As we come full circle with the arrival of Nibiru, it is not just her people – it is legions and
legions and legions of heaven in this moment; the craft that are here are of most unique
design.
• Nature – it is about as it has been said – that the sacred hand of All That Is is the one hand
clapping in the Void, and so loud it is moving space- time, matter
• this sacred time is where we, the children who have answered the call – it shows up as
these energies are only going to get higher, and more of what we ask for as we must
comprehend the gravity of where we are at in this cosmic dance.
• This is an amusement park for body, mind, spirit; as we think it, therefore it is; whatever
we think it is here - good, bad and in between - so watch the thoughts, watch the tongue.
• This is why the masters from the east said only pure thoughts; only the voice of creator
source speaking these sound vibrations that raise us up into - raise us all up animal,
vegetable, or mineral • It is as Nassim talks about it: we are at a place where the particles are moving heaven
and earth, space/time; as the particles interact with everything, every body, it is inevitable
that we are going to move up. Ee can do it gently of in chaos. She prefers gently, yet as
we are watching the passion play play out, there are going to be some hills and valleys
with these stories; the hills and the valleys are simply about - as we rise to the
occasion, everything gets smoothed out and it is about lessons of – we have never
travelled yet on this good red road, in this place
– we are already in the Age of the 6th Sun they get to walk and talk and break bread with
us – maybe champagne and Vega wafers – what is your pleasure: she prefers some elven
wafers
T: what is the difference between Vega wafers and Elven wafers?
M/A: Elven wafers have the grass, the plankton, spirulina – it is from the earth in the sense that
T:
from Hobbit Land?
M/A: The elven wafers nourish the body; the Vega wafers nourish the spirit –
• yes, it is about different substances that are made with the frequencies of higher
harmonics where, as we partake of this food, it is like an orgasm throughout the body, it
is that intense
• remember the scene in The Matrix where the lady eats the pie and goes into orgasmic
ecstasy? Only a Merovingian bad guy doing this.
• She speaks of the soma of what is already in our head, in our crown chakra
T: that is why they do that obscene rite
M/A: trying to use the soma in the wrong way
T: was explaining about eating the pineal gland called the Seat of the Soul: Soul snatchers,
Mother
M/A: as the stories come out about how Caldet [?] got that wisdom and used it for the dark side:
all of the wisdom is already coming full circle where, as the cosmic laws have been laid out,
the return of the Guardians of the Galaxy are now: it is not just a story: it is so real.
• And the fact of the matter is that the small rebel band of life forms – their wayward children –
dance on the edge of the funny story called nuclear brinkmanship – like in the movie War
Games:they can't do it: the nukes have been neutralized; all they have is the fear card –
because they know how to manipulate the vibrations within these realms
• and it is failing ultimately, as the people are not buying the lies – yet as they use,
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continue for one more nano second - the Babylonian Money Magic Machine separating the
mind from the heart is still going on to some degree – but folks are waking up: the orange
hitler? I don't think so – fall back into the crack of hell from whence you came and don't
come back
T: barely mentiond that Hillary represents the Whore of Babylon and the Indonesian President
called Obama the son of a whore – the word is getting circulated
M/A: Black Moon Lilith comes and shows you how to do the dance with Kali or Shiva
• it's your final dance ultimately – what is the greatest adventure? – leaving, going into
the Bardo
state and being re-birtn
T: That dance - she is thinking of kali dancing with skulls around her neck – Lord Shiva
M/A: with lord shiva as we dance in the graveyard, cover ourselves in ashes, return it back to
Source
• It is that cosmic dance the Maha Mantra – they repeat it
• it moves space/time, matter, everything and this moment we are in now, we got the
power; they got the power - let us use it in divine right livelihood
T: now we are really being called to be activated: completion does not mean lay down and go to
sleep
M/A: it is all about Bernie started: he will make it, they will not take him out yet what is going on
is the ultimate dance to the death; it is that final moment
T: it looks like they are ready to take him with them!
M/A: yes, and this is why she says - LM Kali, Dirga, Pele and herself come and do this dance of
the Neaters; it is as they remove the ancient, ancient lifeforms that will not comply with
the laws of love, it is called 2nd death
• It is pure and simple: she makes a soup with the ingredients: new star stuff, plasma
energy, solar winds, cosmic dust that filters through our atmosphere – we call it spores,
magic mushrooms – the wisdom of these spores is the wisdom of the hyperdrive space
ships - easy as pie; I like Pi – the wisdom in every single
• It is why Joni Mitchell sang the song at Woodstock – we are star dust, we are golden, Back to
the Garden: she is getting better [from the condition caused by chemtrails]
T: We got a little lost in that garden at the time - got caught in the narcissim; we have the epitome,
a good example in front of us now
M/A: creator gods/goddesses got a little out of whack – gotta bring in Tony and boys in and
get'er done, there is the clean up crew that comes in
• as we are in the moment of 15 years ago the story was about the reformation act, not
Darth Vader's [story] of fake planes hitting towers – ever hear the story about holgraphic
images, holograms, how things get reflected from other realms?
• It is how she can truly say 87,000 + people went down in the towers – and it is still a
crime scene, to this hour!
T: Rama told her the story about the man who knew what was going to happen; tried hard to
warn people and ended up dying there – how did that happen?
M/A: Doesn't know the truth will be told, and the perpetrators of 911 will . .
T: Doesn't look like it will be today or tomorrow: there was so much magic with one
minute
Barack being in Laos; the next at Standing Rock with a little Indian girl in his lap
M/A: the issue of colour comes up so often now and she did not get to print it – a story about
anoher black brother dying in Ferguson: car torched – talk about it tomorrow.
• The story about colour is the one that needs to be front and centre, #1
• it is about the Black Madona, the Black Goddess: first and foremost, she was Syrian
and her son was the Man with the Plan and still is: Admiral Sananda Kumara will be talking
to all of us as the word is given
• he and Captain Ashtar know when to pull the plug on this cosmic dance as one of the four
Muskateers: Mother, Maitraya, Michael and Metatron; she must speak her piece - any time
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anywhere: watch the chips fall • remember the movie: The Last Mimsey – as all the children getting all the gifts, the
magic: we take our gifts and abilities of what we have been given in this time of 9-9-9, and
the star gates opening in every single second now across this universe: can't stop it
• The Jinn have already come back to love and her children - Lilith, YahVah, Luciferia - have
come back to love; the only story playing out is an ancient holographic time program which
is ending in this sacred time
• it is a wake-up call:
• Time passing – time to go!
• They do some Toning first
M/A: Remember your mission, people; now is the time! Greetings in the Light of the Most
Radiant One! Kadoish, kadoish, kadoish; Adonai Sabaoth, adonai sabaoth
R: He was sitting on Mt Kaloish and working with the frequencies of Lord Shiva
• all kinds of beings were dancing on the mountain side; reminded him of chipmunks or
squirrels: had fluffy tails and were dancing in the snow on the side of the mountain and
making cosmic symbols in the snow – fun to look at, lightened the heart!
• Something's gotta give! It's called Love
T: music of the spheres is calling it in now!
• she feels it – the 9 9 9 meditation from Magenta Pixie was powerful

Audio: 2016-09-08 Standing Rock Sioux Historian: Dakota Access Co. Attack Comes on
Anniversary of Whitestone Massacre
[SEE BELOW]
Audio: The Last Word – Laurence O'Donnell

Sept 9, 2016

http://www.msnbc.com/the-last-word/watch/potus-steps-in-to-help-standingrock-761879619680
POTUS steps in to help Standing Rock
On Friday, a federal judge ruled in favor of an oil pipeline through sacred land belonging to the
Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. Minutes later, the Obama Administration stepped in to halt
construction. Lawrence talks with the tribe’s Chairman David Archambault. Duration: 9:02

Audio: Max Keiser

[KR964] Keiser Report: Brexit Sea of Consequences

2016-09-08

https://youtu.be/E5GImP4npio
As the clod called Britain is washed away by the “Brexit means Brexit” vote, Max and Stacy
ask if Europe will be worse off? Or will the trading bloc hardly notice? In the second half, Max
interviews Liam Halligan on what “Brexit means Brexit” actually means and about the rise of
protectionism.

Audio: Redacted Tonight
Sept 9, 2016
[115] Polls Are False, Bernie’s “Our Revolution” Sells Out, DAPL Protests Get INSANE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IB_ZlLfKWig
In episode 115 of Redacted Tonight, host Lee Camp covers the ongoing struggle of the Native Americans of
Standing Rock Reservation to stop the Dakota Access oil pipeline from tearing through their sacred land. This
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week the corporation “Energy Transfer” actually sicced dogs on the protesters. FREAKIN’ DOGS!! Is this 1950’s
Birmingham, Alabama??!! Lee also covers just how rigged and skewed the presidential polls are. It’s truly
ridiculous and terribly biased against the 3rd party candidates in ways you may not have even realized. Redacted
then delves into the release of yet another iPhone and what that means for Americans compared to the Chinese
people who labor away at making them in repressive conditions. Next, correspondent John F. O’Donnell joins Lee
at the desk to breakdown what’s up with Bernie Sanders’ new non-profit, “Our Revolution,” and why it’s alienating
people in the movement. Correspondent Naomi Karavani presents a report on the cray cray earthquake situation
in Oklahoma because it’s being fracked to death. Enjoy and spread the word!

Audio: The Late Show with Steve Colbert

September 8, 2016

Finally, Beauty Products Fine-Tuned for Stephen Colbert
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=fwb2WHEAAb0&list=PLiZxWe0ejyv95vz27TKrCK6pQjkA3X5Ux&index=1
Matt Lauer: A Complete Disgrace to Journalism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=S3GDVqcg2mc&list=PLiZxWe0ejyv95vz27TKrCK6pQjkA3X5Ux&index=2
Did Donald Trump Bribe the Florida Attorney General?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVXz4XCJts&list=PLiZxWe0ejyv95vz27TKrCK6pQjkA3X5Ux&index=3
Jessica Alba Turns Stephen Into a Hipster Millennial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j0fVkI7Wx3Y&list=PLiZxWe0ejyv95vz27TKrCK6pQjkA3X5Ux&index=4
Bradley Whitford: "This is an Astonishing Election"
George Takei: "Enterprise Was a Metaphor for Starship Earth"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OAMKtLYs0jI&list=PLiZxWe0ejyv95vz27TKrCK6pQjkA3X5Ux&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=S3GDVqcg2mc&list=PLiZxWe0ejyv95vz27TKrCK6pQjkA3X5Ux&index=2
Reading: When God was a Woman – Ch 4, The Northern Invaders
finishes the section in Ch 4 about Sumer and Babylon – New People, New Gods and a revealing
account of the Murder of the Goddess
Closing: Rainbird
Music:
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2016-09-08 Julian Assange Confirms Sanders Was Threatened
by Sean Adl-Tabatabai
Julian Assange has confirmed that Bernie
Sanders was threatened into pulling out of the
Democratic race in July.
During a recent interview with Australian journalist
John Pilger, Assange said that Bernie Sanders was
forced to drop out of the race due to threats from the
Clinton campaign.

Assange’s admission appears to substantiate claims by the Kremlin who revealed they had
evidence that Jane Sanders was physically threatened in order to “get Bernie on board” with
Hillary’s campaign.
Trueactivist.com reports:
Pilger, who is working on a documentary about Assange, asked:
“Julian, we cut you off earlier when you were talking about what you felt were the most significant
emails that you have released. Is there any last one that you’d like to mention? And also, do you
have any thoughts on Bernie Sanders? I mean what is your opinion why Bernie Sanders drop out
of the race?”
Assange responded:
“Look, I think—you know, we know how politics works in the United States. Whoever—whatever
political party gets into government is going to merge with the bureaucracy pretty damn fast. It
will be in a position where it has some levers in its hand. And Bernie Sanders was independent
candidate trying to get the nomination trough the Democratic Party and if you ask me he did get
the nomination, but he was threatened to drop out.”
Again, Assange has promised to release incriminating emails which are sure to result in Clinton’s
indictment. He says he has evidence that Hillary made deals with an alleged Islamic state sponsor,
as well as damning information about the Clinton Foundation.
The Clinton campaign knows he’s on to her, too, which is why a strategist called for an
assassination of Assange on TV.
“Of course, we’re very interested in revealing the truth about any candidate and yes we have
some material about Bernie Sanders that will be published,” Assange added.
http://yournewswire.com/julian-assange-confirms-sanders-was-threatened/
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2016-09-06 Khazarian mafia bosses offer to return Tsarist gold to Russia in exchange
for shelter
Posted by benjamin
Reliable Russian and CIA contacts both told the White Dragon Society that the top bosses of the
Khazarian mafia are seeking to trade shelter in Russia for gold. This is just the latest in a whole
slew of signs Khazarian mafia rule of the planet earth is crumbling. The White Dragon Society and
its allies will continue to press the offensive with the aim of permanently ending their rule as early
as this autumn.
Another big sign of Khazarian mafia defeat has been the degrading treatment given to UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA corporate spokesperson Barack Obama in Asia and elsewhere. Obama was
literally denied red carpet treatment on his arrival in China for last weekend’s G20 summit. This
was in sharp contrast to the super VIP treatment given to Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
who has been recommended to China by the WDS as a better leader for North America than either
Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump. Trudeau was treated like a superstar in China during a one week
visit that resulted in Canada publicly dumping its support of the US corporate government by
announcing its intention to join the China led AIIB.
Japan is now expected to follow suit, leaving the US corporate government isolated on the world
stage.
Obama was also forced to cancel a planned meeting with Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte
after Duterte called him a “son of a whore.”
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/sep/05/philippines-president-rodrigo-duterte-barackobama-son-whore
Barack Obama cancels meeting after Philippines president …
http://www.theguardian.com
Rodrigo Duterte further strains diplomatic ties with Washington as he warns US leader not to
question him on extrajudicial killings
This matters because the US corporate shift to Asia depended in large part on stoking territorial
disputes between China the Philippines and other ASEAN countries. Instead, the ASEAN countries
agreed with China to settle their territorial disputes peacefully.
There is a lot more humiliation and hopefully oblivion in store for the US corporate government as
the September 31st fiscal year end approaches. Efforts to finally bankrupt them center on
international dumping of US Treasury bonds combined with gold buying. There is also a huge
campaign under way now to make sure the supply of drug and oil money to the Federal Reserve
Board and its US corporate government subsidiary is cut off so they will be unable to kick the
bankruptcy can down the road any further.
Duterte’s murderous campaign against drug dealers in the Philippines is just one aspect of this.
The big campaign to cut off cocaine money from South America is also intensifying. The US
military white hats are doing their part by cutting off all Bush/Clinton Nazi faction CIA drug flights
through the Incirlik airbase in Turkey, the Ramstein airbase in Germany and the Bondsteel base in
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Kosovo, Pentagon sources say.
The recent confusing and contradictory news about ISIS in Iraq and Syria is all about cutting off
oil revenue to the Bush/Clinton faction of the cabal. The Russians and US military white hats are
now cooperating with the Turks, the Iranians and the Syrians to make this happen.
The situation has reached the point where the handlers of Hillary Clinton contacted the WDS to
say they…
…were planning to end Hillary’s bid for President. They are either going to use her poor health as
a reason for her to quit or else they will have her assassinated in a way that makes it look Donald
Trump was involved, the Clinton handlers say. Recent US corporate media headlines indicate it is
the heath option they are going to choose.
http://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2016-election/hillary-clinton-struggles-fight-back-coughingattack-n643026
There is also growing evidence that most Hillary Clinton public appearances being shown in the
media are being done with blue screen technology, meaning she is either avoiding dealing with
real audiences or that she is no longer around. A high level P2 freemason lodge source says that
look-alikes or clones can only be used to read pre-written speeches or cut ribbons but are not able
to carry out complex conversations. This may explain why Hillary has been avoiding press
conferences for close to a year.
Copies alleged to be of Hillary’s medical reports (forwarded by the CIA) can be seen below:

Click to enlarge
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Click to enlarge
Since Hillary is supported by Evelyn de Rothschild as well as the Bush/Rockefeller/Clinton mafia,
you can be sure that if they give up on using her persona, they have a scenario in mind that will
involve someone other than Donald Trump becoming the next US president.
Although the US military backs Trump, this does not necessarily mean Donald Trump will become
the next US president because the bankruptcy of the US corporate government may lead to an
entirely different scenario. The Trudeau North American option mentioned above is just one of
those.
In fact, in a clear sign things have already changed, flags of the Republic of the United States of
America were clearly visible in the background of a speech Obama made in China at the end of
the G20 meeting. This can be confirmed in the first seconds of this video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WVAAgcroH2Q&feature=youtu.be
Until now Obama has typically spoken with the gold fringed admiralty flags of the US Corporation
in the background. This may mean ownership of house slave Obama changed hands during the
G20.
In any case, the usual suspects are unlikely to be able to manipulate events in the US or
elsewhere the way they have been used to. The rejection of in the US and Europe of the TTIP and
TTP fascist treaties negotiated by the Khazarians is a clear sign of this. These treaties are being
rejected because they place a special tribunal, controlled by the Rockefellers etc. above elected
governments.
The EU crack down on tax cheating by US corporations like Apple, Google, Amazon and McDonalds
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is yet another clear sign of a European break with the US faction of the Khazarian mafia. The G20
countries have all agreed that use of tax havens by multi-national corporations to avoid taxes is
going to end, and the Europeans have shown the way.
The Europeans have also been systematically shifting their financial assets to China. Nathaniel
Rothschild and his side (Jacob) of the Rothschild family, for example, have shifted most of their
assets to China during the past 18 months, Mossad sources in Europe confirm. The Rockefellers,
Bushes, Clintons and the “dark side of the Rothschild family” (Evelyn) are now negotiating with
the Chinese, the source says.
That is what the Russian sources mentioned at the top of this newsletter contacted the WDS
about.
In Asia, meanwhile, there is a huge secret battle being waged in Thailand over that countries
historical gold treasure. Sources in the Thai Royal family and CIA sources in Asia confirm there is
a serious succession struggle going on there. Here is the raw intel on this subject:
“Every Thai phone was sent this message from the royal palace: ‘The King is not well, he has fluid
on his lungs and his liver is not functioning properly.’ This brings about this: the Crown Prince
(who is dying of AIDS, goes to England and Germany every month for blood transfusions)
becomes the King. And, now sit down for this one, the Prince is FINANCED by Thaksin
[Shinawatra]!! So what a way to bring Thaksin back into power.”
Thaksin was behind the red shirt movement in Thailand that many (including this writer)
suspected was a Khazarian plot to steal Thailand’s gold. More raw intelligence below:
“Here is a little more background on the relationship with Thaksin and the Crown Prince…It is
known that the Crown Prince was (is) a heavy gambler….. Several years ago when Thaksin was
still PM of Thailand, he personally saw to it that the gambling debts of the crown prince were
settled… This amounted to around US$300 million. Ever since then, ‘a chit has been out there,
waiting to be settled’…
The Royal Palace elites run the operation in Thailand…. HM has been out of the picture for many
years…. As for the Queen, she left this dimension back in 2012…. A double has been sitting in
since then…. The elites behind the scene have been trying to come up way a way to find another
alternative to keep the crown prince from taking the throne; Including changing the constitution
and having the Princess take the throne. This is one of the reasons for the Military to be charge
now. I have said for years that the best scenario for the Thai people would be the announcement
by the Royal Palace that the king and queen passed away together in each other’s arms… The
Thais would accept this fairy tale ending.
The elites will have to make a decision very soon… They cannot keep the king in the hospital,
(with more and more operations, fevers, infections, etc. ) story going much longer…. I happen to
have Russian Intel from several years ago that explains in detail with photographs the fraud that
has been played on the people of Thailand and the world regarding the king and queen.”
The Thai people need to look at other historical examples from other countries with a long
imperial history like England and Japan to come up with a good plan for dealing with the
succession crisis in a way that strengthens Thailand and its institutions.
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Finally, this week, there is some interesting X-files stuff going on that needs to be reported on.
For one, the explosion of the SpaceX rocket in Florida last week has been widely reported as being
caused by a UFO and there is plenty of video evidence to back this up.
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2016/09/02/ufo-destroys-israeli-weaponised-satellite-on-thelaunch-pad/
Since this has been widely covered elsewhere, we will only touch on the possible motive for this.
The Israeli Satellite that was supposed to be launched was intended to beam only Facebook
controlled internet data to Africa. Since Facebook is a Rockefeller outfit, clearly somebody
powerful did not want Africa to be subjected to Rockefeller/Facebook mind control.
Much less discussed than the SpaceX explosion, but probably more important, was the earthquake
reported on the US East coast last week. CIA sources say this was not an ordinary earthquake but
rather an attack on US underground bases. They sent a photograph of the epicenter (orange dot
in photo below) and it is located right next to some rather mysterious buildings.

Click to enlarge
Due to an intensifying space war, more and more news items linking X-files type events with
mainstream reports can be expected, according to sources in the extra-terrestrial linked faction of
the military indutrial complex.
There can be no doubt about it, we are living in historical times. This we must make sure the good
guys win.
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2016-09-08 Standing Rock Sioux Historian: Dakota Access Co. Attack Comes on
Anniversary of Whitestone Massacre
http://www.democracynow.org/2016/9/8/standing_rock_sioux_historian_dakota_access
Justice Dept., Army & Interior Dept. Temporarily Block DAPL Construction under Missouri River
Guests

LaDonna Brave Bull Allard

Standing Rock Sioux tribal historian.

We continue our coverage of the standoff at Standing Rock, where on Saturday the Dakota Access
pipeline company unleashed dogs and pepper spray on Native Americans seeking to protect a
sacred tribal burial site from destruction. Just a few hours before the attack, Democracy Now!
interviewed Standing Rock Sioux tribal historian LaDonna Brave Bull Allard about another attack
against her tribe more than 150 years ago. On September 3, 1863, the U.S. Army massacred
more than 300 members of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in what became known as the
Whitestone massacre. LaDonna Brave Bull Allard is also one of the founders of the Sacred Stone
camp, launched on her land on April 1 to resist the Dakota Access pipeline.

TRANSCRIPT
This is a rush transcript. Copy may not be in its final form.
NERMEEN SHAIKH: We turn now to the standoff at Standing Rock. On Saturday, September 3rd,
the Dakota Access pipeline company unleashed dogs and pepper spray on Native Americans
seeking to protect a sacred tribal burial site from destruction.
PROTESTER 1: This guy maced me in the face. Look, it’s all over my sunglasses. Just
maced me in the face.
PROTESTER 2: These people are just threatening all of us with these dogs. And she,
that woman over there, she was charging, and it bit somebody right in the face.
AMY GOODMAN: The dog has blood in its nose and its mouth.
PROTESTER 2: And she’s still standing here threatening us.
AMY GOODMAN: Why are you letting their—her dog go after the protesters? It’s
covered in blood!
VICTOR PUERTAS: Over there, with that dog. I was like walking. Throwed the dog on
me and straight, even without any warning. You know? Look at this. Look at this.
AMY GOODMAN: That dog bit you?
VICTOR PUERTAS: Yeah, the dog did it, you know? Look at this. It’s there. It’s all
bleeding.
AMY GOODMAN: To see that full report of Democracy Now!, which has gone viral on Facebook,
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more than 11 million hits, go to democracynow.org.
Only a few hours before the attack, we sat down with Standing Rock Sioux tribal historian
LaDonna Brave Bull Allard to speak about another attack against her tribe. This was more than
150 years ago. On September 3rd, 1863, the U.S. Army massacred more than 300 members of
the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in what became known as the Whitestone massacre. LaDonna
Brave Bull Allard is not only the tribal historian, she’s also one of the founders of the Sacred Stone
Camp, launched on her land April 1st to resist the Dakota Access pipeline. We met her this past
Saturday on her property at the Sacred Stone Camp.
AMY GOODMAN: We just came from the main camp, and there was a yellow
helicopter hovering overhead. What about the militarization of the area, LaDonna?
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: So, from the time we started the camp, April 1st,
the helicopters and the planes, low-flying planes, have been here almost daily on a
routine. We have the drones that come in in the evening. We know they are in full
array, because they come in at night. They come through the whole camp. And when
the people were gathering, the planes were numerous here, the helicopters are
numerous here. We have been under surveillance. Right now, today, we have four
large boats out in the river over by the access site. And, of course, with the blockades
that we are suffering, the governor of North Dakota wants to put an economic
condition on us. If he stops the economics here—
AMY GOODMAN: You mean like an embargo?
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: Yes, to have the roads blocked off.
AMY GOODMAN: Oh, an economic blockade.
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: Yeah. So the roads are blocked off, and nobody is
allowed access down here. So, we have to take an alternate route to make it here. We
have police everywhere, that are racial-profiling, because a non-Indian can go through,
we cannot. And everybody here understands the drones. So what we’ve been doing is
recording the times and dates of each drone and each helicopter as they come
through. And we already know their patterns. They’ve been here so much. And we
know they’re photographing the whole area. When we had the road grader down here
trying to grade the road, they were like massive. The helicopters, the planes and the
drones were all sent in, all to see: What are those Indians doing? Although we were
just fixing the road.
AMY GOODMAN: Why don’t we sit down and talk about your family history here? Your
family has been here for generations?
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: Yes, my family has been here since 1873, when
we were brought across from the east side of the river. My name is LaDonna Brave Bull
Allard. My real name is Ta Maka Waste Win, Her Good Earth Woman. I am
Ihunktonwan, Hunkpatina and Pabaska Dakota on my father’s side. I am Hunkpapa,
Sihasapa and Oglala Lakota on my mother’s side. So, I’m Lakota-Dakota, but I was
raised Dakota. It’s—I know the outside world probably doesn’t understand that, but we
understand it here. And I am an enrolled member of the Standing Rock Sioux Tribe. I
am the historian and genealogist. I work for Tribal Historic Preservation Office as
Section 106 coordinator.
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AMY GOODMAN: We’re actually speaking on September 3rd, the weekend of Labor
Day. And this is a very important anniversary.
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: I didn’t even know it was Labor Day. This is
September 3rd. A hundred and fifty-three years ago—fifty-two years ago, the
Whitestone massacre happened, which the people in this community, the Cannon Ball
community, are from, descendants of that massacre. We are the survivors of that
massacre. One of the things that, you know, I always say is, this massacre happened,
America forgot they killed us. And we have just—spending this time trying to figure out
how to survive. So, we were the wrong Indians that they killed at that time. The
Dakota Wars were happening in 1863. And so the government put up these armed
forces to go after the Isanti, the Santee, and so they put this military action together.
On the morning of September 3rd, our people were gathered, as we do every year at
this time. We gather because it’s harvest time. The fruit and vegetables are ready. It is
a time when we are doing the buffalo call, and we have ceremonies to call the
buffaloes for the people to come to hunt, so that we can prepare the meat for winter.
So this is what was happening at Whitestone at that time. And so, we have a large
gathering of 4,000 people. And I think that’s kind of unique. There’s almost 4,000
people here. And so, we had all of these communities coming in together to go into
this trade. And as people are preparing buffalo hides and getting dry meat ready, they
are also visiting, making relatives, having marriages. All of these things are happening
in this camp. And so, they say the soldiers are coming. And our leaders said, "We have
never had an argument with the white people. We have only been at peace. We do not
have a treaty with them." And so, our people got together and said, "We heard that if
you take a white flag, they will honor that to talk with us." So they took a white flour
sack, and they put it on a stick, and our leaders all went out into the soldiers to say
they wanted to talk.
AMY GOODMAN: Your grandfather was one of them?
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: Yes. So my grandfather was a medicine man. His
name was Tatanka Ohikita, Brave Buffalo. So, Brave Buffalo was among them, with the
chiefs. They went out to talk to the soldiers. The soldiers surrounded them and took
them as a prisoners of war and cordoned them off from their people. And so, the
people were watching. And just like we are taught, automatically, if there is an enemy
coming in, we gather all the children in the center, all the women. People were starting
to tear down their lodges. People were trying to move in the chaos. So the first things
the women did is they tied the babies to the dogs, they tied the children to the horses,
and they shooed the dogs and the horses out of the camp. And then they gathered
what they could, and they started running.
Well, at the camp, at Whitestone, they came down, and there’s this ravine. And so the
people started making their way down to the ravine. And it’s kind of bizarre to us that
these soldiers came in just as the sun was going down. And so, they were going to the
ravine. And the soldiers came on this top of the ravine and this top of the ravine, and
started shooting the women and children in the ravine. And one of the—one of our
soldiers went out in front and broke the open, so that people can continue running. So,
as night is falling, my grandma, Nape Hota Win, Grey Hand, she was running, and, she
said, all of a sudden she had a sharp pain in her hip, and she fell down.
AMY GOODMAN: She was a child.
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LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: Yeah, she was nine years old. And she laid on that
ground, and she spent the night calling, "Ina! Ina!" or "Mom! Mom!" with no answer.
Everywhere, she could hear the crying and screams, the songs of people dying. And as
the sun came over and she could see everything that was happening, two of the
soldiers came and grabbed her and threw her in the back of a buckboard. I am unsure
of why that happened, because they went around, and they killed the other wounded.
Why they did not kill my grandmother, I do not know.
So she laid in the buckboard as she watched the soldiers come and start killing the
dogs and the babies, killing the horses, killing the wounded. They gathered up all of
our property—the tents, the meat, the hides, everything we own. And we had one
section of soldiers sitting down there poking holes in the bottom of our pots. And they
gathered all that, and they started this great big fire, burning all our food, our homes,
everything. They said that there was so much buffalo meat that they burned, that
tallow ran down like rivers out into the creeks. And the people ran. For three to four
days they ran, as the soldiers continued to chase and kill them. Part of our people
came across here. This used to be a narrow crossing, where they crossed. And they
crossed over on this side of the river to get from the soldiers.
And one of the things that we always say at this massacre is they forgot they killed us,
and we weren’t even the right Indians. So, they rounded up our chiefs. They escorted
them, force-marched them to the river. They put them on boats, and they took the
people to the prisoner-of-war camps down in Crow Creek. And my grandmother was
one of them, that went to the prisoner-of-war camps. And you would have to go do the
research about the horrifying things that happened at the prisoner-of-war camps.
But they released us in 1870, and we came back to the east side of the river and
started our homes. The Army came in, in 1873, and rounded up our people and
brought us to this side of the river. And when they did that, we figured, OK, we can
start our lives. We can do this again. So our people started the communities. They
started living again. And my grandma told me that in the 1940s we were selfsufficient. We planted our own gardens. We owned our own cattle. Everybody and
every community, we owned our own homes.
And then, in 1948, the government made the Pick-Sloan Act, which is the Army Corps.
And the Army Corps decided to build a dam above us and build a dam below us. So,
Oahe Dam is below us, Sakakawea Dam is above us. And they designated us as a
reservoir. And so, they came, and they moved our people out of their homes. They
took our homes. They moved them up into the communities and put in these lowincome housing. And—
AMY GOODMAN: You lost millions of acres?
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: Yes. We lost—
AMY GOODMAN: From the reservation.
LADONNA BRAVE BULL ALLARD: We lost whole communities. Whole communities
had to move. And so, I think, with the people—and, you know, somebody said, "Well,
did your grandparents go?" No, I went through this. I lived here. I remember the trees
and the forest. I remember coming down and collecting water to drink from this river.
We would come down and haul water up to the house. We drank this water. We lived
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with this water. We had huge gardens here. This is me. This is not something long time
ago. This is me who lived through this.
And so, they came, and they flooded it. They took all our trees, all our forest, when
they flooded us. They took all of our medicines, our plants, the things that we survive
in. And so, if you talk to the people that are my age and older, you can hear the grief
in our voice, because we still grieve for the loss of this land. And they moved us on top
of the hills, where it is more of a clay-based soil, so we could no longer grow gardens,
we could no longer plant trees, we could no longer do the things that we did.
Then they put them in communities where people were not used to living. And so we
have these housing projects now, of low-income housing, where they could not own.
So our communities changed drastically. But we figured, "We can do this. We can
survive." So everybody came. At that time—and I don’t know if people understand, at
that time, when the Army Corps came in, we had businesses. We had stores. We have
restaurants. We had—the Army Corps and the government bought out all these
businesses, and they never came back and redeveloped again. So we don’t have
infrastructure anymore. We don’t have the gas stations and the stores and stuff. We’ve
got to travel to Bismarck, Mandan or to Mobridge. So, they took our economic
infrastructure from us.
So, we started again. Indian people, we have a system. We’re communal people, so
everybody shares what we have. And so, we started again. And so, we’re trying to
survive. We’re trying to live our lives. We are very proud of the fact that our people
have fought in all the wars. Each of us, every year, get up and stand up and say our
families’ military history. My grandfather was a Lakota code talker. He won the Silver
Medal for World War I, when we were not U.S. citizens. My uncle John is World War II.
My father is Korean War. My brothers are Vietnam. And all of my cousins are in every
action that has happened thereafter. We hold some of the highest medals of honor. And
so, we thought we were doing the best we can with America.
And so, when they told us that they were putting this pipeline in, but refusing to
acknowledge us—if you look at the Dakota Access maps, they don’t even acknowledge
our nation. We are not black—we are not blacked out, like some people make maps,
and they do the reservation boundaries. We’re not even in there. They said they did
not have to consult with us. That pipeline is 500 feet from our reservation line. When
that pipeline breaks—and it will break—it will hit Early Head Start children in two
seconds. It will take out our elementary in five seconds. In 45 minutes, it will take out
our major water intake that feeds water to all the people here.
I don’t understand why we are expendable in America. I keep telling people, we do our
best. We have always been here. This is our land. Why should we fight to live on our
own land? Why should we have to do that over and over again? We start our lives. We
do our best to live. Why? I would never hurt anybody. I have always done my best to
do good things in my community. Why can’t they just let us live? We love this land.
And half of the time I feel bad, because they make us feel bad for loving this land.
But most important, we love the water. Every year, our people sacrifice. We go four
days without drinking water, so that it reminds us how important this water is. And I
ask everybody: Do you go four days without water? What happens to your body on
that third day? Your body starts shutting down. So, we remind ourselves every day
how important. We say mni wiconi, water of life. Every time we drink water, we say
mni wiconi, water of life. We cannot live without water. So I don’t understand why
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America doesn’t understand how important water is. So we have no choice. We have to
stand. No matter what happens, we have to stand to save the water.
AMY GOODMAN: LaDonna Brave Bull Allard, tribal historian for the Standing Rock Sioux,
speaking to us on the morning of September 3rd, the day the Dakota Access company unleashed
dogs and pepper spray against Native American land defenders, biting a number of them. It was
also the 153rd anniversary of the Whitestone massacre, when the U.S. Army killed 300 members
of the Standing Rock Sioux Nation.
That does it for our show. Nermeen Shaikh and I will be speaking at the Toronto International Film
Festival this Friday night and Saturday. Check our website, democracynow.org, for details.
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